
A LITTLE ABOUT ME

I'm the author of two novels, The Lace Weaver
and Gulliver's Wife (published in 2018 and 2020
respectively) as well as a non-fiction baking
compendium Well Read Cookies  (published in
2018). All three books were published by Simon &
Schuster Australia and The Lace Weaver was
translated into Estonian in 2019. I'm passionate
about telling stories and traveling to distant places
as well as unearthing interesting historical tidbits
from around the globe. I'm a huge research nerd -
nothing makes me happier than immersing myself
in a library archive or working through a big pile of
non-fiction books. Historically, my work jumps
around quite a bit, moving from WW2 Estonia to
18th Century London to the Dutch Golden Age.
This diverse timescope prevents boredom from
setting in as I write and I hope it keeps things
fresh for my readers, too. I'm constantly amazed
by the invention and industry of past generations,
as well as their ability to withstand the cruel hand
fate often dealt them. Theirs are the stories I hope
to illuminate.  

WELCOME 

A very warm welcome and thank you for signing up to my first newsletter. Now that I'm deep
into edits of my next book The Winter Dress, I thought this would be the perfect time to connect
with my fellow readers and writers so I can tell you a bit about the research behind the story
and let you know about all the exciting things my publisher has planned for release (Cover
reveals! Exclusive giveaways! Early review copies!) One of the best things about being an author
is all the wonderful opportunities to connect with readers and I've always thought of myself as a
reader first, a writer second so I'm really looking forward to learning more about you and the
books you love. Outside of writing, I'm a keen baker, aerial fitness aficionado and art lover.
Please feel free to connect with me via social media if a monthly newsletter simply isn't enough
and you'd like more regular updates on what I'm up to (I'm quite active on Instagram and Twitter
- a little less so on Facebook)  

https://www.instagram.com/lauren_chater_author/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/WellReadCookie?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.facebook.com/LaurenChaterWriter/


In present-day Sydney, Jo Baaker, a textiles historian and Dutch
ex-pat, is drawn back to the island where she was born to
investigate the provenance of a 17th century silk dress. Retrieved
by local divers from a sunken shipwreck, the dress offers
tantalising clues about the way people lived and died during
Holland's infamous Golden Age. Jo's research leads her to Anna
Tesseltje, an impoverished Amsterdam laundress turned ladies
companion who served the artist Catharina van Shurman for one
season at her property outside the Hague. The two women were
said to be close so why did Anna abandon Catharina at the height
of her misfortune? And was the dress a gift or did Anna acquire it
through dishonest means? Jo is determined to find out but as she
delves deeper into Anna's history, troubling details about her own
past begin to disrupt the personal narrative she has trusted for
sixteen years. On the small Dutch island of Texel where fortunes
are lost and secrets lie buried for centuries, Jo will finally discover
the truth about herself and her connection to the woman who
wore the Winter Dress...

The Winter Dress will be published by Simon & Schuster in April,
2022.

Dress, like art, is

full of signs - what

Joseph Conrad

calls 'the broad

human path of

inconsistencies'.

THE WINTER DRESS

Palmwood Wreck
The Winter Dress was inspired by a real shipwreck
discovered by a group of amateur divers off the coast of
Texel in 2014. Although the divers had known about the
wreck for years, accessibility was limited until a big storm
blew through the harbour, stripping off the layers of
sand and mud. Visibility was so poor they had no idea
what they'd found was so valuable until they surfaced.
Amongst the many treasures the divers recovered was a
silver goblet similar to those crafted by Nuremberg
silversmiths in the 1600s and a remarkably preserved
silk dress. The dress was quickly identified by the
director of the local museum as a particularly unique
find since complete historical textiles are rarely, if ever,
retrieved from shipwrecks. Seabed conditions are
anathema to old and delicate fabric and even very
decayed fragments like thick woollen socks or sleeves
are rare finds. The dress was displayed for a few weeks
on Texel before being moved to an archaeological facility
on the mainland for conservation and research. The
dress is expected to be placed on permanent display in
2022. 

Clothing Art: The Visual Culture of
Fashion, 1600 - 1914, 
Aileen Ribeiro



The Winter Dress is a novel about the sacrifices women have
always made in order to achieve their ambitions. Although
I've chosen to fictionalise aspects of the story (including the
identity of the divers and researchers), the island of Texel is
an extraordinary character in its own right. I was lucky to
visit Texel in May 2019 and I'm very grateful to the local
divers and historians for allowing me to interview them.
The highlight of the trip was viewing the silk dress at the
archaeological facility Huis van Hilde in Castricum, a small
town on the Dutch mainland. The Palmwood Wreck is truly
a unique discovery, one worthy of every bit of international
attention it has received. I recommend reading this article
written by Jessamyn Hartcher and published by The New
Yorker in 2017 which includes a lot of fascinating detail
about Texel including its history as an anchorage and its
beach-combing culture. Jessamyn's article really captured
my imagination when I first read it a few years after the
Palmwood wreck was found and it was the catalyst which 
 set me on the path to researching and writing a novel
inspired by the dress's owner. 

For more information about the initial discovery and
theories (now disproven) about who might have worn the
dress, check out this article which was published in The
Guardian in 2016. 

And finally, I highly recommend this video on the
Smithsonean website which delves into the conservation
side of things and what is being done to preserve the
artefacts for many years to come. 

Treasure Island

Silk gown discovered in Palmwood
Wreck, Texel, 2014 

View from Texel lighthouse 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/treasure-island-the-extraordinary-finds-of-an-amateur-diving-club-in-holland
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/21/400-year-old-dress-found-in-shipwreck-sheds-light-on-plot-to-pawn-crown-jewels
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/dutch-divers-found-17th-century-dress-buried-under-the-sea-180958843/


Book News 

I'm excited to reveal that my 2020 novel Gulliver's Wife has been given a
sparkling  makeover to celebrate its release in the smaller B format paperback
version. Although I love the original cover with its decaying blossoms, I think the
new cover featuring Mary's distinctive red midwife's cloak is also very eye-
catching and I very much hope you like it too. It's really nice to see the novel still
being read  and getting reviews more than a year after it was first published.
Launching into a pandemic is not the ideal way to send off a project you've been
dreaming about  and working on for over two years so thank you for continuing
to support my book during what has been a very challenging time. The new
format will be available in all good bookstores from September, 2021.

2020 2021



Events

Due to the demanding nature of structural edits and the ongoing uncertainty over

travel and border restrictions, it's been a pretty quiet year for me, event-wise. I do

have a few things coming up over the next few months though and most of the

sessions are digital so you can enjoy them from the comfort of your living room

without the hassle of potential cancellations. Check out the event details below - I

hope you can join us! I'm also always more than happy to send out

personalised/signed copies of any of my books, just contact me for details and I can

arrange this for you.  

Writers Unleashed 

The Writers' Unleashed Festival (scheduled to run on August 21st) is going

digital this year! Events are still due to be finalised however, I can confirm I will

be taking part in an online session where I'll be discussing the publication of my

first two novels The Lace weaver and Gulliver's Wife as well as my writing

process and path to publication. Lots of other wonderful authors will be taking

part in the online proceedings so it should be a great weekend of writerly

conversation. Take a look at this link for more detail.  

Historical Novel Society Australasia

This year the Historical Novel Society of Australasia are hosting their first fully

digital festival offering. Events are due to run from 22nd - 24th October and the

festival is already shaping up to be a unique experience with an excellent line-up

of speakers organised including Mirandi Riwoe (winner of the inaugural ARA

historical novel prize), Pip Williams (author of the phenomenally popular The

Dictionary of Lost Words) and Geraldine Brooks (whose 2005 novel March won

the Pulitzer Prize). Sessions will be recorded and available for ticketholders to 

 watch for three months. You can find out more about the festival here. 

https://shirewritersfestival.weebly.com/
https://www.trybooking.com/events/landing/780247


Hilary Davidson is a dress,
textile and fashion historian

and curator. Her work
encompasses making and

knowing, things and theory,
with an extraordinary
understanding of how

historic clothing objects
come to be and how they

function in culture. Hilary has
taught and lectured

extensively, including at the
University of Southampton,

Central St Martins, the
University of Cambridge, the
University of Glasgow, New
York University London, The
American University Paris,

Fashion Design Studio TAFE
Sydney and the National
Institute of Dramatic Art

(NIDA), Sydney. She speaks
regularly at academic

conferences and to the
public.

 
Learn more about Hilary's

work here

Image www.hilarydavidson.net

The Age of Dress 
An interview with textiles historian Hilary Davidson  

What attracted you to a career as a dress historian?

I’ve always loved clothes, ever since I was a small

child. If I’d known there was such a thing as a dress

historian then I would have wanted to be it, but I

didn’t find out until my early twenties. When I

discovered that one could study history and clothing

together, all my research interests fell into place.

Clothing is the way I like to look at people, now and in

the past, as it tells you so much about every aspect of

their identity, time, place and culture.

 

 What has been your favourite commission or

project?

Co-curating an exhibition on Captain Kidd and

pirates at the Museum of London Docklands in

2011. I got to delve into how important textiles

were as valuable items for theft and trade in the

golden age of piracy, because they are light,

unbreakable, and had huge consumer value.  I

also got to explore the entire history of the

pirate mythology and how it developed. Being

paid to watch pirate films is a wonderful gig. 

Image www.hilarydavidson.net

http://www.hilarydavidson.net/about


If there was one misconception people have about fashion history that you

could correct, what would it be?

That corsets were always harmful, painful, torture devices forced onto women as

instruments of patriarchy. Women wore them to support their breasts in the days

before bras – who forces women into bras now? They also gave warmth,

support, and in fashionable examples, created the smooth foundation for a gown.

Yes, they could be tightlaced to create a much smaller wait, but this was an

individual choice, like wearing 4 inch stiletto heels instead of flat shoes. Much of

the Corset Myth, as dress historians call it, is based on a handful of historic

references, and modern expectations that corsets are uncomfortable. 

What is your favourite dress period?

1905-1915 in general fashion, late sixteenth century Spain, and most of the

Middle Ages. This may surprise some people who are most familiar with my

work on Regency dress!

 
Fashion movements often overlap with significant

cultural events – wars, revolutions, scientific

advancements. What comes first, cultural change

or fashion trends?

They’re indivisible. Fashion is the vanguard of

dress – everything humans do to adorn themselves

– and is often the canary in the coalmine of

responding to new developments. As soon as it

was discovered COVID-19 transmitted by air,

fashion brands created fashion face coverings, and

invented new forms, like the scarf mask. The

accidental invention of aniline mauve, the first

synthetic dye, in 1856, prompted an explosion of

vivid colours, which in turn prompted William

Morris to react against the new chemicals and

return to natural dyes, thus creating the colour

palette of the Arts and Crafts movement. 



Finally, your absolutely beautiful book Dress in the Age of Jane

Austen was published by Yale in 2019. Did you make any amazing

discoveries about Jane Austen while researching the book and

which JA screen adaptation comes closest to accurately

representing the clothing worn during Jane Austen’s lifetime?

I think one of the nicest things thing I discovered while researching is

that the man who invented one of the iconic styles of Regency dress,

the spencer or short jacket seen in endless fashion plates, was friends

with the brother of the iconic Regency author. Fashion histories often

attribute the spencer’s invention to George Spencer, 4th Duke of

Marlborough (1739–1817); however, the earliest references in

periodicals of around 1795 name the originator as his brother

Charles (1740–1820). Coincidentally, Charles was Jane Austen’s

brother Henry’s colonel in the Oxfordshire militia and a great

personal friend. My favourite adaptation is the atmospheric and

nuanced 1995 Persuasion, but in terms of best representing on

screen the Regency dress I found during years of research, it’s

Autumn de Wilde’s version of Emma. (2020).



Reading Habits

It's been a bit of a bumpy reading ride for me through
May/June/July as I was madly working on edits of The
Winter Dress but I did manage to squeeze in these
fantastic additions to my reading shelf. 

The Good Wife of Bath (A Mostly True Story) by Karen
Brooks
This is the cheeky retelling of Chaucer's Wife of Bath.
Meet Eleanor Cornfed, a young woman navigating the
world of 14th century England. Although born under a
cursed sign, Eleanor will do whatever it takes to survive.
Eleanor's character leaps off the page - she's so
determined to make the most of her life. I couldn't help
but admire her courage. I also loved Brooks' vivid
descriptions of a setting that seemed so distant yet so
familiar. Highly recommended.

The Nightingale by Sam Lee
This vivid exploration of the cultural history of the
nightingale combines folklore and nature writing in
interesting ways, giving the reader an insight into the
remarkable centuries-old appeal of this popular
songbird.

Love Objects by Emily Maguire
Emily Maguire is a talented Sydney author who isn't afraid
to explore big themes and go to dark places to find the
beating heart of her story. This  bittersweet novel about
love and forgiveness is one of the best books I've read
this year.  

Botanical Butter

Cookies

Consider adding edible flowers to
your biscuit dough to banish the
lockdown blues....

You will need:
*250g unsalted butter

*1 cup sugar
*1 egg

*3 cups plain flour plus extra for
dusting

*1/2 teaspoon baking powder
*1tsp vanilla essence

*edible flowers (available in selected
culinary stores or online) 

 
 

Step 1: cream together butter &
sugar (around 5 minutes)

Step 2: add egg and vanilla essence.
Mix to combine

Step 3: Add flour one cup at a time
until combined. The dough should
be sticky but firm. Roll into a ball,

wrap in cling-wrap and put in fridge
for at least 1 hour.  

 
 

Step 4: Roll out dough between two
sheets of baking paper to roughly

1.5cm thickness. Place edible flowers
the surface and press down to flatten.
Step 5: Cut shapes out using a cookie
cutter and place on a tray lined with

baking paper
Step 6: Bake at 180 degrees C for 16

minutes, turning at haflway point
Step 7: Enjoy your delicious botanical

creations!
 


